MAIN ATTRACTIONS
- Stern’s Beatles Pinball Machine will immerse players in Beatlemania, harking back to a retro-inspired playfield with a modernized twist.
- The only Beatles Pinball Machine EVER made with only 1964 games available.
- Iconic Introductions by Ed Sullivan along with custom speech and callouts by famous DJ and Hall of Fame radio announcer, Cousin Brucie.
- Bottom arch mounted serialized number plate.
- Original art hand-drawn by Christopher Franchi in addition to custom armor package, inside art blades and VOX™ Custom Speaker Trim.
- Beatles Pinball entertains for all skill levels.

GAME FEATURES
- Production limited to 100 Diamond Edition games.
- Set of 3-bank drop targets that spell F-A-B.
- Set of 4-bank drop targets that spell F-O-U-R.
- Set of 4-bank drop targets that spell 1-9-6-4.
- Spinning record featuring a center magnet.
- Top magnet feature.
- 1 Star rollover switch.
- 2 new opto spinners.
- 8 stand-up targets.
- Mystery stand-up targets.
- Powerful SPIKE electronic system with switching power supply.
- High powered, hi-fidelity sound system with 3 channel amplifier.
- Separate treble and bass adjustment CPU mounted line-out audio connector.
- Fade adjustment to control speaker outputs.

GENERAL
- Powerful SPIKE Electronic System with Switching Power Supply.
- High Powered, Hi-Fidelity Sound System with 3 Channel Amplifier.
- Separate Treble and Bass Adjustment CPU Mounted Line-Out Audio Connector.
- Fade Adjustment to Control Speaker Outputs.
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